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"THEY SOUGHT OUT ROMMEL"

WITH THE WAR CORRESPONDENTS IN LIBYA

A public relations officer takes the reader behind the

scenes of the fighting in Libya in "They Sought Cut Rommel" (published
to-day, June 16, 1942), diary of Captain Sean Fielding of the Green

Howards, himself a Fleet St. journalist, whose job it was to conduct

war correspondents into the Libyan battlefield.

The book is issued for the War Office in the series "The Army at

War" by the ministry of Information and is published, by H.M.Stationery

Office, price sixpence net or 20/- for fifty copies. It is obtainable

from H.M.Stationery Office or through any bookseller.

One of his party wrote;-

"’I saw’ are fine words for the newspaperman.

"We saw Rommel’s tank force charging our positions at Sidi Omar and

destroyed by a handful of British gunners; saw thousands of vehicles charging

into Libya like destroyers in smoke-screens; saw the link with Tobruk decisively

established, saw the Poles beginning to redress their wrongs, saw the Indian

Brigade chase the enemy 50 miles in one day, saw the shambles on Derna aerodrome,
saw the entry into Benghazi.

"And that our little of war correspendents was able to see what

watching civilisation so hungrily desired to read was largely due to the seal,

foresight, courage and energy of our conducting officer, Captain Sean Fielding
of the Green Howards, the writer of this diary,"

NOVEMBER OFFENSIVE

This is no ordinary war document. It did not begin until after six

months of waiting and working and from the word "off" from November 1941 to the

end of the year it is a breezy account of the experiences of the men whose job

it was to get the war correspondent to the battle front and get his copy away.

It included cocking for them, if need he and ’scrounging’ for them at

all times.

The opening note about the offensive is typical of the cheery, outlook

the author brings to bear on his subject.

22.00 hours.

By hunch was right. Churchill (Randolph) howled into the mess and said

General Cunningham would see everyone ......"
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The soldier-journalist continues after fighting had begun, referring to his

correspondents as of his 'brood':-

"My chickens wrote their stories and I checked over the trucks and equipment
and then made stew. Announced that water ration would ho two pints per man per

day for all purposes; we have to be completely self-contained for 14 days minimum,

all personnel to shave daily; correct desert travel formation to he maintained

at all times; tyres to be checked at every halt; petrol, oil and mileage to be
logged by drivers each night irrespective of my log; talc maps to be kept in my

car where I have a small tin of petrol for their destruction should this be

necessary; no diaries except this (easily burnable) to be kept.

"Have twice re-checked I.C.E. of my compass and now we are all set to go into

Libya to-morrow at first light."

WAITING TO MOVE

What was Libya in the eyes of this shepherd of the war reporters?

"Libya is full of our troops. It is grand. Everywhere there are eager

faces; convoy commanders sitting up aloft their trucks like sunburned gods - their

sun compasses pointing a black sliver of shadow towards the Boche; despatch
riders bumping incredibly, through the sandy, rutted tracks; officers in groups,
their maps on knees, squatting on their hunkers listening to their orders,; lorried

infantry waiting, waiting, waiting; guns, their dust covers off, marching through
the infantry wad off to a flank in majestic indifference, one somehow thinks, to all

ordered plans."

The party overran themselves on one occasion and were pulled up. "Do you

propose to take EL GUBBI with those three vehicles"? With characteristic humour

the author replied that ho did not care if somebody else wanted the honour. "Well",

replied the officer who had hold them up "you had better go no further - this is

the front line,"

Every now and then through the instructive narrative of the operations comes

out tho old journalistic outlook of the author.

A GLIMPSE OF NIGHT

"The men are dark splotches; occasionally a far-off flare throw's off a thin

gleam from a rifle barrel; there are soft orders in Afrikaans, sometimes repeated

in harsher, grimmer tones; tho gear-boxes of the lorries groan and whine, hesitate

and go on; and in our beds we turn and shiver. With cold. The guns over to the

North-East still bang away. Fairly light stuff; anti-tank maybe, "

HEROIC EPISODES

There are cameos throughout of heroic episodes such as this;-

A shy one-pipper was jollied by his pals into telling how he had gone into

"battle with the cruiser tanks in a dingo (a tiny, part-armoured runabout that would

not stop a rabbit ’s charge) loosing off his Bren gun like old boots and having one

whale of a time.

Finally some earnest Boche took a moment off to fire something at him and

knocked out the dingo. Great tanks were furiously grinding about ham and every gun

in the world was going bang, so he sat on a tufty sand-bush and off his pistol

at any old hole in a Boche tank that appeared to have anything inside it.

Night came and he was alone among a lot of dead and a general shambles. So no

lay in a shallow slit-trench which the Wops had used as a lats, And in the night

got away, walked 11 miles, found his own people and was there, dodging one C.O. who

was likely to ask awkward questions about the loss of his runabout!

The resourcefulness of the party is reflected on many occasions. One of the
shooting of gazelles for fresh meat, another of photographers hanging on to mud-

guards to make their journey, of crises when water had to be used for tea but not

for washing or shaving, of search parties for "Wop bottled mineral water."

RITCHIE.



GENERAL RITCHIE

Ritchioe, now so muoh in the public eye, is introduced an 'huge, handsome

man, most extraordinarily smartly turned out and fairly cosing energy and vigour.'

"Strictly I should go back for a refit” confesses the author at another

stage, "but I’m blowed if I will, Accidents barred we can feed ourselves for

another 11 days and I shall try to do this as, so far as I know, mine is the only

party in the field at the moment."

But danger never drove awry the honour of tho officer’s outlook.

"I took a couple of Wops (from, the Ariete Div,) back to Armd. Div. in my truck

and as a result fool that the thirty: should be they were the dirtiest

creatures I've seen for years and simply stank .....

"This night, in consideration of our advance, I put on my red silk pyjamas
though it is going to be deathly cold, and I an going to curse such melodramatic

rashness, Still, one must make a g esture sometimes."

CHRISTMÀS AT BENGHAZI

The narrative concludes with an amusing account of Christmas Day at Benghazi.

The "boys" had sent a blank cheque back to Cairo and the "goods” duly arrived.

We managed to find a block of flats which was not too badly damaged, and now

have set up home and had a really fine Christmas dinner. There is no light or

water at the moment, but we soared up candles and lamps of one sort or another,
moved in all my precious stoves and pots and pans and our food store.

Opening the Christmas bores was a great ceremony, and very soon we had a

magnificent sideboard of liquor, which, I may say, attracted a good deal of

attention from neighbouring; parties.

I cooked dinner. We had no turkey, but Fred Bayliss turned up late in the

evening with half the carcase of one, and we all sat around slicing bits off it

and gnawing the bones over drinks, My three drivers, shaved and with their hair

brushed, looked very smart, and. we took turns in serving them.

The dinner

A huge tinned ham (fabulously expensive)
Mashed potatoes with masses of margarine
Sweet corn garnished with tiny sardines

Sliced bully with button mushrooms

Sauerkraut

Piles of boiled onions

Asparagus
M and V (boche) meat and vegetables

Oranges and nuts

Tinned Christman pudding.

Some fathead spilled petrol on the cigars, so they weren't too good; but,
dammit, we had to smoke them after having got them nearly 700 miles.

Of course, we poured brandy over the Christman pudding and piped it in, also

the ham.

There was much singing and noise. Noble obliged on his mouth-organ, Keating

sang some Irish songs, Downs sang some good old maudlin stuff about grey-hairod
mothers and grey-roofed cottages, Pinney sang a tough song about subalterns, and,
all in all, things went with a swing.

One thought very much of home, but by general agreement the subject was taboo.

/The Men



HIS MEN WHO FOUGHT

Finally the author’s tribute to the men who fought in the campaign

"I thought of those of our people who had died in battle, in a great battle,
to their unending, undying honours For most of then there is a grave in the sand,
perhaps a few rocks piled over then, their names in hurried pencil-scrawl upon a

cross made of petrol cases. For some there is no cross: only a mound of sand

that soon the wind will Soften end gently erase. But for them all -

"Blow out, you bugles, over the rich Dead!"

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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